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Research Question
• How important are taste differences across countries ?
• Can we measure taste at the level of the trade flow in micro-trade
data (firm-product-country exporters data from Belgium) ?
• Does consumer taste behave very differently from quality?
• How important is the international dimension in taste? Does taste
vary mostly by country, by variety or over time?

Objectives
• In this paper we develop a new empirical method to identify
consumer taste at the level of the trade flow
• In future, this method can be used in future to :
• identify taste shocks after the pandemic
• Assess the importance of consumer taste for export entry

Relevance?
• Workhorse models in trade do not consider demand heterogeneity
across countries e.g. a CES model of trade assumes that international preferences for a product are
the same as in home

• Current emprical estimates of demand, use the residual as a proxy for
taste e.g. the unexplained part of the variation in sales
• A residuals approach is bound to be noisy e.g. demand residual may involve other
demand ànd cost shifters

• Challenge: how to purge consumer taste out of the demand residual ?
• Taste needs to be quantified to avoid endogeneity of estimated demand coefficients
• Taste is unobservable so a traditional IV approach cannot be used
• We use a control function approach e.g. a polynomial defined over at least 2 variables, that are likely to
be strongly correlated with consumer taste

Identifying Consumer taste from general demand estimation
Estimation of a general demand function Qijdt for product i exported by firm j to destination d in
year t:

• qjidt is the quantity of product i sold by firm j that is consumed in country d and year t (exports data)
• λ(X’)jidt represents the control function for consumer taste where X is a set of variables to proxy for the
unobservable consumer taste

• δ(Y ‘)jidt represents the control function for quality where Y is a set of variables to proxy for the unobservable quality
• pjidt is the price (f.o.b.) of product i provided by firm j exclusive of transport cost and distribution cost
• ϒidt represents a set of product-country-year fixed effects e.g. captures market size, market structure, distance and
distribution costs in the destination country

• εjidt is the residual term that may still contain unobserved demand and cost shifters such as trade costs correlated with
price hence price needs to be instrumented

Note:
• Without λ(X’) and δ(Y ‘) and fixed effects demand elasticity (σ) on price pjidt would be biased

Identification strategy
1) Hausman (1996) instrument on price e.g. average price of the same firm-product (ji)
to all alternative destinations (≠ d) and excluding neighboring countries

2) Control function for Taste

• WNDjdt is a weighted national dish index that reflects the similarity of food taste between
the destination country d and Belgium measured by the overlap in national dish
ingredients
• e.g. we construct data set to identify the national dishes for each country and then
trace the recipes and ingredients of each dish from publicly available data and
websites
• We then use a text recognition tool Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to compare the
similarity and overlap in dish ingredients

Consumer Taste (continued)
1)

Control function for Taste

The similarity index of national dishes (ND) is destination (d) specific but will be weighted
by a weight, sjdt , defined as the ratio of each firm j's sales exported to country d to firm j's global
exports in year t.

Notes:
1) this weight is defined at the firm-level (sjdt) to avoid potential endogeneity with the
dependent variable (qjidt).
2) The use of the weight ensures that we measure taste at (ijdt) level, Measuring all
parameters of interest (quality and marginal cost) at the same level of aggregation allows
for a decomposition later on to assess the contribution of each parameter to export
revenues.

Consumer Taste (continued)
1) Control function for Taste

• zidt is the share of country d's import of product i from Belgium over its total import of product i fro
the World and therefore exogenous:

• M idBEt is country d's imports of product i from country Belgium and W is the set of countries in the
world that product i can be sourced from. This data is at the product-level and is from COMTRADE

Control function for Quality
We follow the literature (Bastos et al. (2018); Khandelwal (2010), De
Loecker et al. (2016):
• Where (PIMPjt) are import prices e.g. we calculate the weighted sum of import prices (unit
values) of each imported product within a firm

• the weighted GDP per capita across destinations (WGDPjit) e.g. the higher

the average GDP of all the countries that a firm export its product to, the higher the quality of the product

• the weighted local GDP per capita of the destination (LGDPjidt) e.g. that
firms may offer higher quality to countries with higher local GDP per capita

• firm-product market share within the destination (fjidt) e.g. higher quality
products can have higher market shares

Demand and Cost Estimation
1) Demand Estimation
• Demand estimation when accounting for IV and unobservables taste
and quality:

• allows us to empirically identify three important parameters e.g. the
elasticity of demand σid, the consumers' taste lnλjidt and the quality
index lnδjidt

Cost Estimation
We use the optimal equilibrium pricing condition for profit
maximization under monopolistic competition to back out the marginal
cost from the prices :

• Our estimates for marginal cost (MCjidt) thus vary at the firm-productdestination level since we back out cost from destination level prices,
using the demand elasticities' estimates

Data
• Belgian customs data of manufacturing firms for the period 1998-2005
with information on firms exports in quantities and values by food product
and by destination and firm imports by product and country of origin
• At the most disaggregate level our customs data consist of over 100,000
trade flows in food & beverages
• We create a novel data set on national dish similarity between countries
based on the overlap in their ingredients to account for taste.
• The National Dish Index obtained via LSA takes values lying between 1
(recipes are identical) and -1 (recipes are entirely different).

Observations by Regions

National Dish similarity

Demand Elasticities

Estimated Parameters: Sum Stats agregated Indices

Correlation Matrix of Demand and Cost Indices

Quality, Taste and Cost do not seem to be very correlated !

Variance Decomposition of Indices

Decomposition Result of Export Revenues into Indices

Gravity Estimation with Consumer Taste

Conclusion
• We provide evidence that demand is as important for trade as the supply
side…or more !
• Within the demand side, quality explains most of the export sales variation
but consumer taste also matters, depending on the product
• Identifying consumer taste is important to get unbiased estimates in
demand estimation and not confounding it with quality.
• Controlling for taste in a gravity model, substantially reduces the
coefficient on distance
• We show the existence of consumer heterogeneity in space
• This is important to understand the arrival of diverging product standards
across countries, but without mutual recognition in trade agreements, this
may undermine the efficiency of FTAs (see Brexit)

